ISTROS BOOKS: PRESS RELEASE

INTRODUCING ISTROS BOOKS
This London-based independent publisher makes available, for the first time in English,
some of the most extraordinary writing from exceptional European authors, new and
old – allowing their words to be discovered, at last, by English-speaking book-lovers.
Istros believe: Words that really matter will, given time, succeed in crossing all borders

ABOUT ISTROS BOOKS
Istros Books trawl the rich and extensive heritage of Eastern
European literature to offer the very best writing (in excellent
translations and stylish editions) to delight a new audience of
English-speaking readers. Istros Books believe that the finest
writing transcends national interests because it speaks with the
voice of human experience that resonates for us all, whatever
our background and where ever we live.
Istros Books takes its name from the old Greek and Thracian name
for the lower Danube River which runs through the Balkan/European
countries that are the homelands of many Istros authors

Istros Books offer English-speaking book-lovers the chance to discover exciting, contemporary new writers and
forgotten literary masterpieces from the vast range of divers traditions in Eastern European/Balkan literature.

ISTROS BOOKS are the English-language publisher for five books that
have recently won the annual European Union Prizes for Literature
In March 2015, Istros published, in English: EXILE by Turkish author Ҫiler Ilhan
< Winner of the European Union Prize for Literature 2011
In October 2015, Istros are publishing, the English language edition:
Slovenian author Gabriela Babnik’s DRY SEASON
Winner of the European Union Prize for Literature 2013 >

Meet SUSAN CURTIS-KOJAKOVIC, Director of Istros Books Ltd ….
Susan Curtis-Kojakovic set up Istros Books (publishers and booksellers) in 2011. Since then,
she and her colleagues have sourced, translated and publish the first English-language
editions of exciting works by acclaimed authors from South Eastern Europe and The Balkans.
Susan says: “Istros Books is the only UK publisher specialising in contemporary literature
from SE Europe. We provide a vital link between the literary output of these countries and
English-speaking readers who might otherwise miss out on some literary gems. We translate
and publish an eclectic mix titles representing the very best in contemporary writing (fiction
and non-fiction) from the region.”
Cultural events: With contacts throughout the London embassies and tourism offices of SE European countries,
Istros organise and coordinate numerous arts/cultural-exchange events in the UK for authors, book reviewers,
booksellers and book-lovers. Istros gratefully acknowledge the generous arts funding support they receive.
Susan Curtis-Kojakovic was born and educated in the UK. She holds a Master’s Degree in Education (with linguistics),
teaching qualifications and a degree in English and Art. As well as posts in publishing and teaching in the UK and
abroad) Susan worked for three years with refugees from the tragic Bosnian war. Susan is also a published author and
translator. She lives in London with her Croatian husband. Together they look forward to celebrating five successful
years of Istros Books in 2016! SUSAN CURTIS-KOJAKOVIC is available for interviews
Istros Books are available through all good bookshops & internet booksellers
or via the Istros website: istrosbooks.com or from InPress inpressbooks.co.uk
Connect with Istros: istrosbooks.com Twitter: @Istros_books & on Facebook
Book Trade enquiries: please contact wholesaler CentralBooks.com or Istros.com

MEDIA ENQUIRIES: For further information about Istros Books, to request review copies or to be put in touch
with the publisher, please contact: Elly Donovan PR elly@ellydonovan.co.uk tel: 0790 508 7779 / 01273 205 246
www.ellydonovan.co.uk twitter: @EllyDonovanPR facebook.com/Elly Donovan Linked-In: Elly Donovan PR

